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In this Newsletter there will be no mention of Brexit, Mr Trump, Theresa May or any
of the other subjects covered hourly by our news agencies. Least said soonest
mended and we can move on to the subject we know best …

Ourselves the 103rd Entry Royal Air Force Halton

And our families of course

It seems from the feedback the committee has received that all who attended the
2018 Reunion had a cracking time and those who had never been to one of our
bashes before promised to return. From the Committee’s perspective it would appear
that we are doing something right which for some of us is a new life experience.
Thank you to all who commented and to those that have promised life stories or an
article, my contact details are at the end of this Newsletter.

This Newsletter has the usual sprinklings of members’ articles, sad
moments and information, hope you enjoy it and I look forward to
receiving your comments and articles.

Association Committee Update
At our last committee meeting on the 8th December members agreed that the accounts would be
audited under Mick Woodhouse’s arrangement; this has now been done. There was a general
discussion on the last Reunion which went very well - the next Reunion would be in 2021. We would
like your thoughts/ideas/assistance on venues, themes and a Sunday morning event. A final
decision on the Reunion will be made by the end-2019. We had asked our non-members to
consider becoming members, and the personal details of those non-members who had chosen not
to become members have been deleted from our records. The names only would remain on the
Entry Register. Further work will be done on how the Entry Website should be re-constructed and
how members’ information should be published on the website under GDPR. The work will include
the purpose of the website and public access.

Finally, a reminder that new Committee Members are always welcome.

Barry Neal, Chairman
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The first article is from Chris Mount and documents his life so far, thanks for
sharing this Chris and it was good to see you and Molly at the reunion.

From Brat to Jack
(Chris Mount’s ‘different’ career)

I made it! - Just. Junior Tech and off to Abingdon together with Tom Maxwell.
Had an enjoyable 2 years there, working on Beverlys and Andovers. During this
time I got married to that little SACW from Halton Clothing store, Julia (Jo)
Singleton. So now, not only did she issue
“Drawers – Cellular” but now she could wash
them as well!
I then spent 5 months down the road at Benson
(Argosy - not so enjoyable), before changing,
transport aircraft for ones that took off with their
back-sides on fire – the McDonnell Phantom 4M,
stationed at RAF Coningsby. Here my eldest
daughter Sam was born at RAF Nocton Hall and I
was promoted to Corporal. I was then offered
the opportunity for a posting to RAF Bruggen in
Germany, where I spent 3 very pleasant years,
still working on Phantoms both in the workshops
and on 31 Sqdn and gaining my third stripe. It
was then back to Coningsby where my second
daughter Helen was born. I had, by this time
applied to sign-on for a pensionable engagement; however, due to dear old
Harold Wilson and his cut backs, I was unlucky. So after a number of further
attempts, I sold my birth right and transferred to the Fleet Air Arm.
January 1974-Sergeant on the Friday, Petty Officer on the Monday.
The transfer had been fairly straight forward; I should have smelt a rat! Quite a
culture shock. (They salute funny!!) So, after a short conversion course at Lee

on the Solent, to change me to an Electrician as well as
an Instrument fitter, I was ‘drafted’ to Royal Naval Air
Station Culdrose in Cornwall where I spent the next 13
years. They also sent me on yet another conversion
course, this time I came back as, not only an Aircraft
Electrician, but I was now an Armourer as well, scary!
During my time at Culdrose I did my front line service on
814 Sqdn(twice) and served on HMS Hermes and HMS
Illustrious, both of which have now been sent to the
knackers yard, are they trying to tell me something?

I finished the last 4 years of my service career back at HMS Daedalus as an
Aircraft Armament Instructor and was de-mobbed in 1991. After a terrible 20

15 years Undetected
crime!!
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months as a security guard, I managed to go back to the same section at
Daedalus as a civilian instructor. All training was then transferred to HMS Sultan
in Gosport where I spent the next 12 years. Unfortunately it was during this
time that in 1996 I had a heart attack due to stress. That put the wind up me,
but I recovered and took it as a warning. It was in 2001 that I lost my little
SACW Jo, to cancer. However, I was very lucky and met another lovely lady
Anne and we married in 2004 (on the beach in the Bahamas!).
I spent the last 3 years of my working career as the Technical Training Notes
Editor and retired in 2008. We lived initially in France for 16 months, but came
back in 2009 to live in Bedhampton where unfortunately once again my wife
Anne was taken ill and passed away in 2014.
In 2016 I re married again, this time to lovely Molly who has also lost partners
and we now live just up the road in Horndean near Waterlooville with our little
Westie Toby. A quiet life? Maybe, but Molly has grand children!!! After all this, I
look back with fond memories and I am still proud to be an ex Halton 103rd
“Brat”.

Ken Bannister has again written in with this interesting article; worth looking
for the next time you visit Lincoln.

“I had occasion recently to visit the International Bomber Command Centre which is situated on the top of
Canwick Hill on the outskirts of the City of Lincoln. In the grounds of the centre is the main building housing a
mine of information on Bomber Command. The centre piece is the Spire whose height is equal to the
wingspan of the Lancaster. Surrounding the Spire are name boards containing almost all the names of the
55,000 plus aircrew who gave their lives whilst serving in Bomber Command.

What caught my eye was the ‘Avenue of Remembrance’ which leads up to and alongside the path to the
Spire. I was reading some of the ‘Pavers’ and came across two dedicated to Halton apprentices and I took
photographs of both of them.
It seems we contributed a lot to Bomber Command either as Aircrew or Ground crew.”

Regards Ken

Committee Members:

Les Shardlow, Les Garden, Chris Wales, Barry Neal, Dave Post,

Ken Bannister, Malcolm Watts, Mick Woodhouse, Brian Lee.
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The entry has many members interested in the sea and water things, here is yet
another adventure from Dinga Bell.

Fear on the tidal thames

Just thought that the 103 letter would tell some of my adventure into the tidal Thames.

Thursday night we spent in Limehouse Basin. Very peaceful but I did not sleep too well with thinking
about the following day. Not because of us, but thinking of how to save Bryn (my dog) if things went
wrong. Perhaps I have a heart after all?? Come Friday morning having walked t'dog twice, the
second time to go and get milk, we were told that we were to be the first ones through the lock into
the Thames. On our own... oooh sxxt!

Well we went in and the water did what the water in a lock does, it went down, and then the gates
opened and we were on the Thames. I was on the tiller and I was wetting myself for the first ten
minutes. The boat was corkscrewing what with the wind, the tide and the bloody great catamarans
that ply the waterway as buses. No keel and no draught...what the hell was I thinking? After ten
minutes I was starting to calm down but was still pretty nervous.

Then we hit Tower Bridge and I thought that I had hold of a wild horse. The tiller was kicking around
and I had great trouble holding the boat on course. The tide was with us, pushing us along although I
didn’t think that we were going fast, and the wind was against us. This meant that the same amount
of water that seems comparatively calm between bridges suddenly has a very restricted thoroughfare
due to the very large piers that hold the bridges in place. The result is a wind tunnel effect and waves
that are about 18 inches high and made the exhaust splutter and burble when it, repeatedly, went
under water.

I was cacking myself, although Manda had no idea and said, when we had cleared the tidal Thames,
that I gave the impression that it was so easy.

Anyway we succeeded and I would do it again now that I know what to expect.

We moored at Kingston on the edge of Hampton Court park, where I drowned my fears in a goodly
amount of ale that we just happen to carry with us.

E=mc2

Thanks Dinga, no doubt you will have more adventures for us in due
course.

Contributions, mail or abuse about the Newsletter to

The Editor

Brian Lee

Omaha House

London Road

Ipswich

IP2 0SS
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On a sadder note we have been informed of the passing of two of our
members

John Jordon
&

Duncan Patterson
Unfortunately John had been ill for several years but little is known about
his demise, should anything come to light in due course you will be kept
informed.
Duncan had attended the Lincoln Reunion together with his wife Andrea
and had led one of the city tours on the Sunday morning. The Committee
is in possession of the address by his priest from Duncan’s Service. It is
quite lengthy and as one would expect at times humorous containing the
following amongst much more
“His long service in the RAF started at Scampton followed by tours that included Hong Kong,
Northern Ireland, Radfan & Malaya; and Duncan was awarded the South Atlantic Medal for his
service during the Falklands War. A rosette was added to the ribbon due to being wounded during
that conflict.”
“Never one to let the grass grow under his feet after leaving the RAF he worked for Eminox and then
Greenergy where his lively personality and his red waistcoat made him memorable to his colleagues
and customers; he was also a volunteer with SSAFA and was awarded the MBE for exemplary work
with them”.
“Enjoyed war films and satirical comedy which appealed to his sarcastic sense of humour – Have I got
news for you for an absolute must for Duncan!
Since retirement, he took on the role of house-husband and, if Andrea offered to help in the house,
his stock phrase was “that’s my job”. Duncan’s jobs and his life and all that he was came to and
end when he died just less than a month ago after a short stay in hospital”.

Remembered by Andrea & Jennifer for his saying “ALL IS WELL”.

All is well.
The editor recently received the following from Mick Woodhouse, seems to follow the
other “Water” references in this edition
“Due to a misunderstanding I have a double cabin unoccupied on a Bavaria 37' yacht sailing in a
flotilla from Athens south to the Peleponnese for a week from 11th May this year. Would suit an
active, adventurous, sociable couple, sailing experience not necessary as two fully qualified and
licenced skippers on board as well as two very sociable, competent lady crew. This is an activity
holiday where all will help sail the boat and take a turn with the domestics.The cost for the boat is
£285 per person, air fares about £200, food and drink about €30 pp a day (just about a months OAP).
If interested in the slightest ring me on 01865 340535 or 07811 401040 or
email mickjwoodhouse1946@gmail.com
Hope you can fit this in, I have until April to find someone, or pay up for vacant space!
Best Wishes, Mick

mailto:mickjwoodhouse1946@gmail.com

